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Te rapid expansion of metro networks, e.g., in many cities of China, continuously introduces the operation of new stations every
year. Due to the lack of historical data and complicate variations of short-term passenger fow in the early stage of operation, it is
difcult to accurately predict inbound and outbound passenger fows of new metro stations in the short term, which would be the
database for train scheduling for new stations before operation, dynamic capacity optimization for new stations under operation,
short-term prediction of cycle sharing demands near new stations, and so on. Traditional methods usually failed to exactly refect
the complicate rules or were unusable without the new station’s historical data. In order to solve the above problems, this paper
proposes a short-term inbound and outbound passenger fow prediction model for new metro stations at the early stage of
operation by combining the K-means clustering algorithm, an improved spatiotemporal long short-term memory model (Sp-
LSTM), and a real-time feedback errormodel (mean absolute error, MAE), where passenger fows’ spatial-temporal characteristics
and land-use relevance are considered. Te application in Guangzhou Metro, China, where Line 21 is regarded as a new line,
shows that the proposed K-Sp-LSTM model has the best prediction accuracy compared with traditional methods.

1. Introduction

With the national strategy of prioritizing public trans-
portation, public transportation has become the main mode
of travel for residents in large cities. Urban rail transit is the
preferred mode of public transportation for residents to
travel within the city due to its high timeliness, speed, and
comfort. Especially in China, there are new lines in oper-
ation every year. Since the spatial and temporal distribution
patterns of metro passenger fows are becoming more and
more complex, accurate passenger fow prediction becomes
more and more important for precise operation and man-
agement [1]. Especially for new stations, due to the lack of
historical data and complicate variations of short-term
passenger fow in the early stage of operation, it is dif-
cult to accurately predict inbound and outbound passenger

fows of new metro stations in short term, which would be
the database for train scheduling for new stations before
operation, dynamic capacity optimization for new stations
under operation, short-term prediction of cycle sharing
demands near new stations, and so on [2]. Terefore, ac-
curate short-term prediction (e.g., in a 15min time interval)
of inbound and outbound passenger fow for new metro
stations in the early stage of operation (including imple-
menting the prediction before operation) becomes an
essential study.

Tree major challenges should be considered in the
short-term prediction of inbound and outbound passenger
fow for new metro stations in the early stage of operation.
Te frst one is the lack of historical data before operation.
Even under operation, the sample size is not large enough for
representing the complex passenger fow rules at the early
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stage. How to develop a deep learning method for new
stations without data or without enough data increases the
difculty. Te second one is the complicate spatial-temporal
characteristics [3, 4] of inbound and outbound passenger
fows in the early stage of operation. Temporally, passenger
fow is in a growth stage. Spatially, diferent stations are
latently related since inbound passengers will eventually
become outbound passengers. Complicate rules of inbound
and outbound passenger fows induce the deep learning
method. Te third one is how to update inputs step by step
with more and more collected data in real time. Traditional
methods usually failed to exactly refect the complicate rules
or were unusable without the new station’s historical
data [5].

Terefore, this paper proposes a deep learning-based
short-term inbound and outbound passenger fow pre-
diction model for new metro stations at the early stage of
operation by combining the K-means clustering algorithm,
an improved spatiotemporal long short-term memory
model (Sp-LSTM), and a real-time feedback error model
(mean absolute error, MAE). Te K-means clustering
method is introduced to solve the frst challenge, i.e., lack of
data, by considering the relationships between passenger
fow rules and land use around stations.Te Sp-LSTMmodel
is introduced for complicate spatial-temporal characteristics
of inbound and outbound passenger fows [6]. Te real-time
feedback error model provides the inputs updating mech-
anism. Te proposed K-Sp-LSTM-MAE prediction model
for short-term inbound and outbound passenger fow
forecasting of new metro stations will be deeply discussed in
the following parts. Tis method can realize the short-term
passenger fow prediction of the newly built subway station
and then provide an important reference for the train op-
eration scheme of the new subway line.

Te following sections unfold as follows. Section 2
mainly describes existing studies on passenger fow pre-
diction in recent years. In Section 3, we provide the problem
statement. Section 4 elaborates on the K-means, LSTM, and
Sp-LSTM. In Section 5, the proposed method is used to
predict the passenger fows of new metro stations of Line 21
in Guangzhou Metro, China. Te fnal conclusion is sum-
marized in Section 6.

2. Literature Review

Short-term passenger fow prediction is an important ap-
plication for artifcial intelligence algorithms. Traditional
prediction models use analytical equations to analyze the
relevant factors afecting the prediction variables and fnally
ft a prediction function for passenger fow. Fitting the
prediction function requires iterative training to fnd the
optimal parameters using a large amount of historical data.
Conventional models include the basic time-series model
[7], the Kalman flter model [8], the support vector set
regression forecasting model [9], and the neural network
model [10]. Among these methods, neural networks have
demonstrated good results for stable regular passenger fow
prediction [11]. However, the passenger fow rule of new
metro stations is complex and variable. Te conventional

neural network models are unable to learn the changing
rules of their passenger fows directly and accurately.

Te passenger fow of metro stations has complete
historical data because of the swipe data of passengers so that
there are many methods and more mature methods to
predict the passenger fow of metro stations. Te metro
passenger fow is a time-series problem so that the prediction
of passenger fow often introduces deep learning [12, 13]. Liu
et al. predicted the future metro passenger fow based only
on the historical passenger fow of a single metro station;
they used the LSTM as the passenger fow predictionmethod
[14]. Tis method is efective for predicting metro station
passenger fow in a simple metro network. Te increasing
complexity of metro networks has made the prediction of
metro passenger fow more complex, combining more
infuencing factors. Terefore, various neural networks have
been introduced into passenger fow studies in order to
combine multidimensional infuences. Roos et al. had
considered not only the time-series characteristic of pas-
senger fow at a metro station but also the spatial correlation
of metro networks based on Bayesian networks. Structure
expectation is used to study the spatial relationship of the
metro network [16]. Zhang and Ma considered that the
inbound and outbound passenger fow of a metro station is
proportional to its spatial location and temporal factors so
that they calibrated this spatiotemporal relationship with
proportional parameters in predicting passenger fow [17].

With the rapid development of advanced positioning
technology, other technologies can also be used as an aid for
metro passenger fow prediction. Fu et al. innovatively
combined cell phone data and metro smart card data [18].
Combining cell phone mobile data which is near metro
stations can better assist in predicting metro station pas-
senger fow. In particular, mobile phone data can be more
useful for short-term prediction of metro station passenger
fow when certain events and activities cause sudden and
large changes inmetro passenger fow. Yang et al. studied the
spatiotemporal characteristics of metro station passenger
fow in depth and combined such spatiotemporal charac-
teristics with neural networks to create an improved Sp-
LSTM model for short-term inbound and outbound pas-
senger fow prediction [6]. Finally, the accurate prediction
results were obtained by using the Beijing Metro Airport
Line. Li et al. used search engines such as Baidu and 360 to
flter metrics related to various metro trips. Tis paper in-
corporates deep learning and LSTM to learn multiple ob-
jective functions for aiding the prediction of metro
passenger fow [19].

Te change of passenger fow in a new station is
infuenced by various factors, such as line location, fare, and
land-use relationships around the station. Terefore, the
passenger fow prediction of new metro stations cannot be
directly adopted from the traditional passenger fow pre-
diction model. In terms of the research feld of short-term
passenger fow prediction at the initial operation of new
metro stations, there are little methods which can be efective
at home and abroad. Guang established a passenger fow
prediction model for new stations after new line access based
on station accessibility indexes [20].Temethod also enables
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the evaluation of metro transportation organization plans by
means of passenger fow data from the AFC system. Cai et al.
used the nonset counting theory to predict the weekday
passenger fow between the new stations and the existing
stations under the new line access conditions [21]. Cheng
et al. used a multiple linear regression model to predict the
passenger trafc at the initial stage of the new line opening
after analyzing the passenger fow pattern of the existing
stations [22]. Tey also calculated the operating intensity of
the rail line at diferent moments of time. Kepaptsoglou et al.
focused on analyzing the passenger demand of the residents
around the newly opened line and directly investigated the
trafc demand along the line [23]. Based on the survey
results, the research team developed a passenger fow pre-
diction model for the new line. Yao et al. proposed a short-
term inbound and outbound passenger fow prediction
method based on improved k-nearest neighbor non-
parametric regression for the new stations [24]. Te method
considers the mechanism of metro passenger fow genera-
tion and analyzes the change rule of station passenger fow at
the early stage of operation and its correlation with the land
use around the station. Based on the clustering of metro
stations, they improved the nonparametric regression al-
gorithm by combining the short-term passenger fow
characteristics and proposing the short-term inbound and
outbound passenger fow prediction method at the early
stage of new stations.

Existing studies have analyzed many factors such as the
spatiotemporal characteristics of metro passenger fow and
land-use types around metro stations. Some studies also
consider the trafc demand around metro stations. How-
ever, the current research lacks the ability to combine the
historical passenger fow data of the existing metro stations
and the land-use relationship around the new stations. Te
purpose of this paper is to put forward a short-term pas-
senger fow prediction model of new metro station com-
bining these two factors.

Te major contributions in this paper are concluded as
follows:

(1) A short-term inbound and outbound passenger fow
prediction method for new stations at the early stage
of operation is proposed by combining clustering
and deep learning methods to overcome the dif-
culties of the lack of historical data and the deep
understanding of complicate passenger fow rules in
the early operation of the new stations

(2) Te spatial-temporal characteristics of inbound and
outbound passenger fows as well as a real-time
updating mechanism based on real-time data col-
lection are incorporated into the deep learning part
of the short-term prediction method for new stations

(3) Te proposedmethod is successfully applied to a new
line in Guangzhou Metro network to show the su-
periority of the proposed method.

3. Problem Statement

3.1. Passenger Flow Characteristics of New Metro Stations.
Te passenger fow of newmetro station will rapidly increase
at the initial stage of operation. After a period of operation,
the change of passenger fow in the newmetro station during
weekdays will gradually stabilize, as shown in Figure 1. But
its passenger fow volatility is still larger compared with
other metro stations, as shown in Figure 2. According to the
change of passenger fow data, the new metro station’s
passenger fow will have sudden changes in a short period of
time, while it remains volatile over a longer period of time
during weekends. Te complicate passenger fow rules for
the new stations at the initial stage of operation makes short-
term passenger fow prediction very difcult. Te deep
learning method which is able to represent complicate
passenger fow rules is expected.

However, the new station lacked historical passenger
fow data when it just operated, which makes the application
of the deep learning method, which requires a lot of his-
torical data for training and optimization challengeable.
Even for traditional methods, short-term passenger fow
prediction is also hard to be implemented without enough
historical data. Tis paper tries to construct a database based
on the historical passenger fow of existing metro stations
according to the inherent relationship between passenger
fow rules and land uses. Te database is generated by
clustering stations with similar land uses, then the new
station will be able to utilize the historical data in the da-
tabase by pattern matching. By this means, enough data will
be available for forecasting the passenger fow of new metro
stations in the early stage of operation.

3.2. Short-Term Metro Station Passenger Flow Forecast.
Te AFC system of the metro can record the number of
passengers entering and leaving the station in real time. For
simplicity, this paper uses a 15-minute time interval to
record and predict the inbound and outbound passenger
fow of each station. Te study data contain date, period, 15-
minute metro station trafc data, and station type. Metro
station trafc characteristics have obvious temporal char-
acteristics, so the basic sequence data input to the LSTM is
the trafc data divided by period. Te inbound and out-
bound passenger fows of a metro station can be expressed
by the following equation:

xc � x
i
1, x

i
2 · · · x

i
t · · · , (1)

where xi
t is the infow/outfow of the station i in the time

interval t and c is the metro station category.
Te passenger fow of a metro station is not only related

to the time period and the surrounding land use relationship
but also related to the spatial location. For example, although
two metro stations have the same land-use type, the pas-
senger fow in the same time period may be vastly diferent.
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Besides the impact of unexpected events, the main reason for
the impact is that these two metro stations are located in
diferent locations of the rail network. Terefore, the spatial
relationship between stations is also a potential infuencing
factor for passenger fow forecasting. Te spatial infuence
between metro stations is not measured by simple European
distance but is mainly parameterized by the number of
interchanges and the train running time between the two
stations. Combining the above factors yields a more com-
prehensive base data matrix XC, as shown in the following
equation:

XC �

x
1
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1
2, · · · , x
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t , x
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. (2)

An important feature of new metro stations is that the
change in passenger fow is gradually stabilized, i.e., the
volatility of passenger fow is reduced over time. It means
that it is the short-term data that is important for the update
of the model parameters. Terefore, in this paper, MAE is
used as a loss function for short-term parameter adjustment.

By this means, the change of short-term data could be better
captured for the short-term metro station passenger fow
prediction, especially when there is an unexpected event in
the metro network.

In summary, the short-term passenger fow prediction
model for new metro stations needs to take into account
both long-term passenger fow characteristics and short-
term passenger fow changes as well. In this paper, an im-
proved integrated passenger fow prediction model, K-Sp-
LSTM-MAE, is constructed, which takes the land-use re-
lationship around the metro station, the spatial relationship
of the metro network, and the historical inbound and
outbound passenger fow data to achieve the short-term
inbound and outbound passenger fow prediction of the new
metro station. Te model framework proposed in this paper
is shown in Figure 3.

4. Methodology

4.1. Metro Station Clustering Based on K-Means. In order to
construct appropriate historical data for the new metro
station, this paper proposes to classify stations into diferent
groups with diferent land uses based on the historical
passenger fow data of existing stations. Since morning and
evening peak-hour coefcients of inbound and outbound
passenger fows refect land-use property around stations to
a great extent, while daily inbound and outbound passenger
fow volumes refect the land-use scale around stations [25],
the six variables are utilized as clustering indexes. In this
paper, the K-means clustering method algorithm is adopted
to cluster metro stations. Since the diferent types of pas-
senger fow data in this case have vastly diferent charac-
teristics, K-means clustering yields better results. Te K-
means clustering algorithm is based on a prototypical,
partitioned distance technique, which attempts to discover
a user-specifed number of clusters.

Based on the surrounding land-use property, in this paper,
metro stations are classifed as residential, ofce, ofce dom-
inant, residential dominant, transportation hub, commercial,
and comprehensive use based on morning and evening peak-
hour coefcients of inbound and outbound passenger fows.
Te type of each station may be diferent between weekdays
and weekends. For example, some stations fall into the ofce
occupancy category on weekdays and the commercial category
on weekends. Each type of station has a diferent trafc pattern,
as shown in Figure 4, which means that the trafc forecast of
a new station needs to be classifed according to its land-use
relationship frst. In the fgure, 15-minutes is taken as a time
interval, with inbound passenger fow being positive and
outbound passenger fow being negative. Based on land-use
property clustering results, the daily inbound and outbound
passenger fow volumes of a station are then regarded as in-
dexes for the next-step clustering in terms of land-use scale. At
last, the stations with the similar land-use property and scale
are put into the same group so that the database is generated
where land-use property and scale corresponding to historical
15-minutes time-interval-based inbound and outbound pas-
senger fows are recorded. For the above two-step clustering,
the K-means method is utilized by this paper.
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Figure 4: Passenger fow characteristics of diferent types of metro stations.
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In the K-means-based clustering, the greater the distance
between two samples, the less similar they are, and the
smaller the distance between two samples, the more similar
they are. Te sample data not only need the land-use type of
the station but also need to consider the passenger fow scale
of themetro station.Tus, this paper uses Euclidean distance
to calculate the two-dimensional spatial distance, as shown
in the following equation:

d(x, y) �

����������


n

i�1
yi − xi( 

2




, (3)

where yi represents the passenger fow of the new metro
station during period i. xi represents the passenger fow of
the existing metro station during period i.

First, for the dataset with n data points from n data
points, randomly select k points as the initial clustering
center and then classify the data near each clustering center
by Euclidean distance calculation, using an iterative ap-
proach, and continuously update the clustering center points
in the above process, until the overall reach a stable state and
obtain the clustering center C.

Te basic steps of the K-means clustering algorithm
calculation are as follows:

Step 1: Input a dataset and determine the number of
clustering centers K
Step 2: Generate k initial clustering centers at random
in the dataset
Step 3: Calculate the distance between the cluster
centroids and other data points and take the minimum
value of the distance
Step 4: Calculate the mean values of all objects in the
same cluster and count them and update and replace
the calculated results with the new cluster centers
Step 5: Repeat the above steps until the results are stable
and the cluster centers no longer change, output.

Te stable state in the above step requires setting the
quantization objective function and then recalculating the
center of mass of each cluster based on the result of the
function. Considering the data of Euclidean distance, this
paper uses the sum of the squared error (SSE) as the ob-
jective function of clustering, as in the following equation,
with two diferent sets of clusters generated by running K-
means twice. Ten, when updating the clustering centers, we
choose the cluster center with a smaller SSE.

SSE � 
K

i�1

x∈C

d ci, x( 
2
, (4)

where K means the cluster center, ci denotes the center of
number i, and d is the Euclidean distance function.

4.2. Passenger Flow Prediction Model Combining Temporal
and Spatial Characteristics. LSTM has a strong ability to
learn the change rule of stable time-series data so that the
neural network is used in the study method of historical

passenger fow rule in this paper [26].Te gating structure in
LSTM can screen out the abrupt passenger fow data very
well. Tis method is suitable for the passenger fow pre-
diction of new metro stations after generating pseudohis-
torical data for the new stations from the above database by
pattern matching.

LSTM adds the state c, called cell state, to the RNN
network to preserve the long-term state. As shown in Fig-
ure 5, in addition to h fowing with time, cell state c also fows
with time during the process, and cell state c represents long-
term memory.

Te internal structure of the LSTM is shown in Figure 6,
where the forgetting gate determines how much of the cell
state ct−1 of the previous moment is kept to the current
moment ct; the input gate determines howmuch of the input
xt of the network at the current moment is saved to the cell
state ct; and the output gate to control how much of the cell
state ct is output to the current output value ht of the LSTM.

First, the network input ht−1 at moment t−1 is combined
with the network input xt at this step, and after doing
a linear transformation, the result is mapped to 0∼1 as the
decay coefcient of memory after a sigmoid activation
function of σ, noted as ft.

ft � σ Wf ht−1, xt  + bf . (5)

Te sigmoid function, called the input gate, determines
what values are to be updated and the tanh layer creates
a new vector of candidate values ci to be added to the state.

it � σ Wi ht−1, xt  + bi( ,

ci � tanh Wc ht−1, xt  + bc( .
(6)

Te cell state ct at the current moment is obtained by
multiplying the previous cell state ct−1 by the original ele-
ment by the forgetting gate ft and then multiplying the
current input cell state ci by the input gate it and then adding
these two factors together.

ct � ft ∗ ct−1 + it ∗ ci. (7)

Te output gate controls the efect of long-term memory
on the current output, as determined by both the output gate
and the cell state.

ot � tanh Wo ht−1, xt  + bo( ,

ht � ot ∗ tanh ct( .
(8)

LSTM is very capable of learning one-dimensional serial
data. In the feld of rail passenger fow prediction, LSTM can
accurately learn the intrinsic connection between the input
passenger fows for each time period. It is easy to fnd that
LSTM learns and predicts the passenger fow characteristics
of stations. However, the inbound and outbound passenger
fows of metro stations in a rail network are closely con-
nected. Te interaction between metro stations is important
for passenger fow prediction. Especially when unexpected
events cause unconventional changes in passenger fow,
relying on the spatial infuence relationship of metro stations
for short-term passenger fow prediction is more sensitive
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than conventional time-series prediction.Terefore, the lack
of multidimensional input of LSTM leads to its inability to
take into account multiple factors. Yang et al. considered the
spatial infuence between metro stations and proposed an
improved Sp-LSTM [6]. In this paper, the parameters are
adjusted according to the passenger fow characteristics of
new metro stations.

Spatiotemporal long- and short-term memory network
(Sp-LSTM) takes into account the time delay from inbound
to outbound passenger fow. It is able to capture the spatial
infuence of inbound volume on outbound volume. On this
basis, multidimensional sequences are established together
as feature sequences to achieve short-term intelligent pre-
diction of outbound station volume.

In metro passenger fow prediction, each passenger fow
index is regarded as a sequence of data that changes with
time. It has a certain relationship with its past passenger
fow. By analyzing the passenger fow data collected in real
time and using the regularity of passenger fow itself to mine
and extract the features of passenger fow, the short-term
intelligent prediction of passenger fow can be realized.

We set two parameters m and n to measure the re-
lationship between the inbound and outbound passenger
fow of two metro stations. We assume that the passenger
fow between the target metro station k and other metro
station i isfi,k, and the outbound passenger fow of the target
metro stations k is fk. mi means the outbound ridership

contribution of station i to station k, as shown in the fol-
lowing equation:

mi �
fi,k

fk

. (9)

We assume that the inbound passenger fow of target
metro stations k is fk

′. ni means the inbound ridership
contribution of station i to station k, as shown in the fol-
lowing equation:

ni �
fi,k

fk
′ , (10)

ui �
mmax − mi

mmax − mmin
, (11)

vi �
nmax − ni

nmax − nmin
, (12)

Zk � w1 ⊗U + w2 ⊗V, (13)

where ⊗ is Hadamard product, Zk is the infuence co-
efcient matrix of metro station k, and other metro stations.

4.3. Short-Term Updating Mechanism. In this paper, the K-
Sp-LSTM model is used to forecast the short-term inbound
and outbound passenger fow of new metro stations. Newly
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Figure 5: LSTM network structure.
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built metro stations have high volatility of passenger fow so
that the short-term passenger fow data of the day is more
valuable. Tis paper fnally adopts MSE as the loss function
to learn the short-term change characteristics of short-term
passenger fow, as shown in equation (13). MAE can better
refect the absolute value of change, which is more suitable
for passenger fow change analysis. It corresponds to that the
change of MAPE and other indicators is too large when the
passenger fow in metro stations is relatively small. Te
short-term passenger fow and prediction results are input
into the loss function to iteratively train the weight pa-
rameter w and bias parameter b. Te error results will be
returned to the deep learning model for short-term pas-
senger fow change feature learning.

L �
1
n

× 
n

i�1
wyi + b − yi( 

2
, (14)

where L is loss function; w represents the weight parameter;
and b is the Ofset parameter. yi is the real passenger fow of
objected station i; yi is the predicted passenger fow of
objected station i; n is the total number of new stations; and i

is a particular station.

5. Case Study

5.1. Data Analysis. Te data selected in this paper are the
smart card data recorded by the AFC system in all metro
stations in the Guangzhou rail network. Passenger fow time
period is from 6 : 00 to 23 : 30 with a time interval of
15minutes.Te newmetro stations selected for the study are
the eight metro stations of Guangzhou Metro Line 21
(Zhenlongxi Station to Zengchengguangchang Station).
Guangzhou Metro Line 21 is the 14th line built and operated
by the Guangzhou Metro, which opened for operation on
December 28, 2018, for the frst section of the project. Te
frst section of the line has only one metro interchange
station. Te line is located in the northeastern part of
Guangzhou City, as shown in Figure 7, with an “L” shape.
Te line is 62.6 kilometers long and covers a number of
functional areas, including residential, commercial, and
industrial areas. It promotes the development of the eastern
part of the city and the surrounding suburbs.

Te time frame studied in this paper is the daily inbound
and outbound passenger fow of all metro stations from
November 1, 2018, to April 30, 2019. Among them, the
metro stations of the frst section of Guangzhou Metro Line
21 have smart card data starting from December 28, 2018.

5.2. Clustering Results. Tis study uses the K-means clus-
tering method to cluster all metro stations in Guangzhou, as
shown in Table 1. Te indexes of clustering are the peak-
hour coefcient and the total number of inbound and
outbound stations. Te peak-hour coefcient can refect the
land-use relationship around the metro station. Te number
of passengers entering and leaving the station throughout
the day refects the scale of passenger fow in the metro

station.Temorning and evening peak hours are 7 : 00–9 : 00
and 17 : 00–19 : 00, respectively. Te ratio between the
passenger fow and the daily average total passenger fow in
the two periods is regarded as the morning and evening peak
coefcient. Based on the land-use relationship around the
newly built metro stations, this paper classifes these stations
as shown in Table 2. In this paper, the correlation analysis of
passenger fow between existing and newly built metro
stations of various types is shown in Table 3.Trough several
common correlation tests, it can conclude that the clustering
efect is good.

As can be seen from the correlation coefcient results in
the table, this study accurately matched the types of new
metro stations and existing metro stations. In this study, the
passenger fow of newly built metro stations and the pas-
senger fow of various types of metro stations in the his-
torical database were compared by MAPE, as shown in
Table 4. Meanwhile, this paper compares the passenger fow
of a newly built metro station with that of various metro
stations, as shown in Figure 8. Te red lines represent the
inbound and outbound passenger fow of existing residential
stations; the green lines represent the inbound and out-
bound passenger fow of the new residential stations; and the
yellow lines represent the inbound and outbound passenger
fow of residential stations.

5.3. Analysis ofModel Prediction Accuracy. In this paper, the
ridership of fve metro stations of Guangzhou Metro Line 21
is used in the training set, and the ridership of the remaining
three metro stations is regarded as the test set.

Tis paper mainly selects the following three evaluation
indicators for error analysis: mean absolute percentage error
(MAPE), mean absolute error (MAE), and weighted mean
absolute percentage error (WMAPE). Te equations are as
follows:

Figure 7: Guangzhou Metro network.
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Table 1: Clustering results of metro stations.

Type
of metro station Metro station

Ofce class Xinnan station, Zhenlong station, Tiyuzhongxin station. . .

Residential class Fengxia station, Zhishicheng station, Sanyuanli station. . .

. . . . . .

Comprehensive class Zhenlongbei station, Wushan station, Jiangnanxi station. . .

Commercial class Wangcun station, Tianhegongyuan station. . .

Table 2: Clustering results of new metro stations.

Type
of metro station New station

Ofce class Kengbei station
Residential class Shantian station, Zhongxin station, Fenggang station
Comprehensive class Zhenlongxi station
Commercial class Zengchengguangchang station, Zhucun station

Table 3: Correlation analysis of passenger fow between new and existing stations.

Correlation coefcient Residential class Ofce class Business class Comprehensive class
Pearson’s 0.822 0.817 0.818 0.782
Kendall’s 0.581 0.564 0.560 0.536
Spearman’s 0.727 0.714 0.715 0.703

Table 4: MAPE between the new stations and the existing metro stations.

Station Residential class (%) Ofce class (%) Business class (%) Comprehensive class (%)
Zhenlongxi station 28.32 24.08 25.17 15. 6
Zhongxin station 13.21 28.41 29.31 23.74
Zhucun station 31.42 29.04 12.82 26.95
Kengbei station 9.9 24.32 25.71 21.72
Te bold values show the importance of cluster prediction for diferent types of metro stations. Te accuracy of passenger fow prediction based on the same
type of metro station is obviously higher than other types.
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Figure 8: Passenger fow comparison between the new station and the two types of stations.

Table 5: Model parameter values and error results.

Epochs Hidden units MAE MAPE (%)

500 100 11.13 8.32
500 11.04 8.29

1000 100 10.97 8.27
500 10.54 8.25
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2
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(15)

where MAPE is the average absolute percentage error; MAE
is the mean absolute error; WMAPE is the weighted average
absolute percentage error; MSE is the mean squared error. yi

is the real passenger fow of station i; yi is the predicted
passenger fow of station i; n is the total number of stations;
and i is a particular station.

For the K-Sp-LSTM-MAE model, we need to adjust the
two parameters, epoch and hidden unit, to make the best
prediction of the model. Te results of the parameter ad-
justment are shown in Table 5. From the table, we can see
that the model achieves the best prediction when Epoch-
� 1000 and hidden units� 500. In addition, other prediction
models such as CNN, LSTM, and Sp-LSTM are compared in
this paper, and fnally, K-Sp-LSTM-MAE has more accurate
results, as shown in Table 6.

According to the clustering prediction results, the pas-
senger fow prediction on weekdays is better than that on
weekends, and this paper predicts the passenger fow of
metro stations on weekdays and weekends, as shown in
Figures 9 and 10, respectively. Te main function of the

passenger fow prediction of metro stations is to plan the
service resources of metro stations in advance and provide
sufcient capacity resources. Terefore, this paper focuses
on learning and predicting the passenger fow pattern during
morning peak hours, as shown in Figures 11 and 12.

Table 6: Comparison of error analysis with traditional models.

Model MAPE (%) MAE WMAPE (%)
CNN 12.18 15.62 6.21
LSTM 17.97 20.13 7.94
Sp-LSTM 8.31 11.32 4.78
K-Sp-LSTM-MAE 8.25 10.54 4.29
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Figure 9: Comparison of predicted and true values for
working days.
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Figure 10: Comparison of predicted and true values for weekends.
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Figure 11: Comparison between predicted and real values of
morning peak on working days.
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Figure 12: Weekend morning peak forecast versus true value.
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From the above results, it can be concluded that the K-
Sp-LSTM-MAE model can accurately classify new metro
stations and predict passenger fow according to the type of
metro stations. Te new metro stations will be in the growth
stage of passenger fow in the initial period of opening.
Terefore, the value of the loss function in this model will
also be larger in the four weeks before opening, as shown in
Figure 13. As the operation time of Guangzhou Metro Line
21 increases, the passenger fow pattern of eachmetro station
will gradually stabilize, and the prediction accuracy of the
model will also be improved.

6. Conclusion

Te purpose of this paper is to predict the short-term in-
bound and outbound passenger fows of newly built metro
stations at the initial stage of operation.Tis paper combines
the spatial relationship of each metro station in the metro
network, the temporal properties of metro passenger fow,
and the land-use relationship around the metro stations.
Tis paper innovatively proposes a K-Sp-LSTM-MAE
model. Te model takes the historical inbound and out-
bound passenger fow of metro stations as the main input
and analyzes the spatiotemporal properties of passenger fow
in new metro stations. Finally, we validate the model with
Guangzhou Metro Line 21 as an example. Te results show
that the K-Sp-LSTM-MAE model outperforms the tradi-
tional CNN, LSTM, and Sp-LSTM in prediction.

Te short-term passenger fow prediction method pro-
posed in this paper is not only applicable to the passenger
fow in and out of newmetro stations but also the newmetro
lines. Tis method combines clustering analysis, neural
network, and metro passenger fow characteristics. At the
same time, the short-term adjustment mechanism is also
introduced in this paper so that the model can still maintain
high prediction accuracy when the metro passenger fow
changes unconventionally. Te passenger fow prediction of
new metro stations can provide an important basis for the
resource allocation of metro stations and the formulation of
train diagrams.

Te prediction of short-term inbound and outbound
passenger fow at the early stage of operation of new metro
stations is important for the organization and management

of metro stations, the preparation of train operation dia-
grams, and the number of shared bikes placed around metro
stations. Due to the lack of historical passenger fow data in
new metro stations and the unstable rules of passenger fow
changes in the early stage of operation, more factors need to
be taken into account in the short-term inbound and out-
bound passenger fow prediction. In this paper, we use the
clustering method to learn the passenger fow patterns of
metro stations of diferent land-use types on weekdays and
weekends and then use a neural network considering the
spatial relationship between metro stations for preliminary
passenger fow prediction. Considering the volatility of
passenger fow in new metro stations, an instant passenger
fow error adjustment mechanism is also introduced in this
paper. Finally, this paper establishes a complete short-term
passenger fow prediction system for new metro stations.

Te model proposed in this paper still has several
shortcomings. Te model lacks the investigation of pas-
sengers’ travel demand. Te relationship between the in-
bound and outbound passenger fow of metro stations and
the OD passenger fow between metro stations are not fully
utilized in this paper. In the future, the survey data of
passenger travel choice should be introduced into the short-
term passenger fow prediction of new metro stations, which
can help the prediction model to further improve the pre-
diction accuracy.
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